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Gravitational waves



Part I : a short history



A bit of history



A bit of history

Mathematics is an experimental science, 
and definitions do not come first, but later 
on. They make themselves, when the nature 
of the subject has developed itself



A bit of history



A bit of history

Together with a young collaborator, I 
arrived at the interesting result that 
gravitational waves do not exist, though 
they had been assumed a certainty to 
the first approximation. 



To cut a long story short…
Robertson (referee) to Einstein and Rosen : your 
conclusion an artifact of your coordinate system


Einstein : I will never publish in Physical Review again


Infeld : Look, Einstein, Robertson was right


Einstein to Rosen (1937) : OK, so GW really exist. Let’s 
just change the conclusion of our article.


Rosen : I still don’t believe it and I prefer to publish my 
own version



Later on (1955)

+ Pirani, Bondi, Wheeler..

Rosen still did not believe until the 70’s…

(And even today I heard strange statements from a physics teacher in 
Marseille, whose name I will keep secret…)



The Hulse-Taylor pulsar

Consistent with GR at the 0.2% level !



Today



Part II : sources of 
GW



Landscape



LIGO/VIRGO



LIGO sources
• Most sources at z ~ 0.1 (less than 1 GPc) : close universe


• BH-BH : spin and mass distribution, formation (star or primordial ?), 
no EM counterpart ?


• BH-NS : expected but not found yet


• NS-NS : 1 detection sor far. EM counterpart : EOS of NS, speed of 
gravity, kilonova !



LIGO sources
(Adapted from Frédéric Daigne)



LISA

(Credit : Maria Volonteri)



LISA sources
• Binaries in our Galaxy (background noise + 25000 resolved), 

before they enter the LIGO band !


• Supermassive BH merger, up to z ~ 15 => population models, 
observation of the formation of a quasar in real time, H0 
measurement and cosmology,… Few events per year


• Extreme mass ratio inspiral (60       VS           ) up to z=4 => Very 
accurate measurement of the spin, eccentricity, inclination and 
test of gravity. Few events per year


• Stochastic GW background (inflation, cosmic strings…)


• Core collapse supernovaes


• Exotic and unmodeled sources !

M⊙ 105M⊙



Some questions LISA will try to answer



Some questions LISA will try to answer



Pulsar Timing Array
• Supermassive 

BH binaries

• Inflation

• Cosmic strings



Part III : modeling the 
waveform



The need for a high-precision template

Matched filtering analysis

T ≃ 104oscillations
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The different methods

(Credit : Luc Blanchet)



Post-Newtonian approximation

Gμν = 8πTμν and gμν = ημν + hμν, hμν ∼
GM

r
∼ v2 ≪ 1

Perturbative solution of the EOM

Matter is modeled by point particles (finite size effects arise 
only at          !) : 𝒪(v8)

Sm = − m1 ∫ dτ1 − m2 ∫ dτ2

Then plug back      in the action and obtain the two-body relativistic 
Lagrangian :
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1
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A (small) part of the 3PN energy

(Source : Luc Blanchet)



Dissipative dynamics
Similarly complicated calculations lead to the final result (for circular 
orbits) :

x = (GMω)2/3 ∼ v2

ν =
m1m2

(m1 + m2)2

(source : Luc Blanchet)

Note the slow convergence !



Effective One-Body

Basic idea :
m1 m2

F

M = m1 + m2

μ =
m1m2

m1 + m2
F

We want to resum as much as possible the (badly convergent) PN 
expansion

(Buonanno-Damour 98)



Gravitational self-force
EMRI : find the waveform as an expansion in               . This is far from 
being achieved. 

ϵ = m/M

Small mass

Background spacetime

Deviation from geodesics

(MiSaTaQuWa equations)

Mathematically challenging to go to higher orders, but        is needed !𝒪(ϵ3)



Conclusions

Il n’y a pas de problèmes résolus, seulement des problèmes plus ou 
moins résolus

• We will now be able for the first time to observe the universe with 
another channel than photons !


• We begin to observe the close universe, and we will observe it to 
cosmological distances in few decades


• Modeling of the signal is analytically and numerically challenging


